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WATER VAPOR PROFILING USING A COMPACT WIDELY TUNABLE DIODE LASER DIFFERENTIAL ABSORPTION LIDAR (DIAL) Amin R. Nehrir1, Kevin S. Repasky1, Michael D. Obland2, Yihan Xiong3, John L. Carlsten3, Joseph A. Shaw1 1



Electrical and Computer Engineering Department, Montana State University Cobleigh 610, Bozeman, MT 59717, USA, [email protected], 406 994 6082 2 NASA Langley Research Center, 100 NASA Road, Mail Stop 401A Hampton, VA 23681, USA, [email protected], 757 864 1078 3 Physics Department, Montana State University EPS 264, Bozeman, MT 59717, USA, [email protected], 406 994 6176 ABSTRACT Atmospheric water vapor is an important driver of cloud formation, precipitation, and cloud microphysical structure. Changes in the cloud microphysical structure due to the interaction of aerosols and water vapor produce more reflective clouds, resulting in more incoming solar radiation being reflected back into space, leading to an overall negative radiative forcing. Water vapor also plays an important role in the atmospheric feedback process that acts to amplify the positive radiative forcing resulting from increasing levels of atmospheric CO2. A need exists for tools that allow for high-spatial-resolution, range-resolved measurements of water vapor number density up to about 4 km altitude. One approach to obtaining these data is with the Differential Absorption Lidar (DIAL) that is being developed at Montana State University. Initial nighttime measurements of water vapor profiles with comparisons to collocated radiosonde-derived profiles will be presented. Future work towards the development of a second-generation compact water vapor DIAL instrument that will utilize injection locked optical amplifiers as well as injection seeded diode pumped solid state transmitters will also be presented. 1.



INTRODUCTION The Earth’s climate is driven by incoming solar radiation that is distributed and eventually reemitted back into space [1, 2] as shown schematically in figure 1. Understanding how the incoming solar radiation is distributed and reemitted back into space provides insight and understanding of the complex climate system. The hydroscopic cycle plays an important role as part of the climate system. Twomey [3] suggested that an increased concentration of atmospheric aerosols results in a higher concentration of cloud condensation nuclei (CCN). The increased concentration of CCN leads to a higher cloud droplet concentration that will suppress drizzle formation [4] and lead to more reflective clouds. However, as noted by Eichel et al.[5] and Wulfmeyer and Feingold [6], this chain of events is not a foregone conclusion but rather depends on
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Figure 1 The Earth’s annual and global mean energy balance. The red indicates the short wave incoming solar radiation and the blue indicates the long wave radiation emitted.



properties associated with the aerosols, including the aerosol composition and hygroscopicity. The influence on the climate system by changes in the cloud microphysical properties due to aerosols, termed the aerosol indirect effect produces a negative radiative forcing ranging from -1.8 W/m2 to -0.3 W/m2 [2] and has a low level of scientific understanding according to the Fourth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change [2]. To better understand and model the effects of atmospheric water vapor on the climate system, new observational instruments and techniques are needed. Furthermore, as the atmospheric concentration of CO2 rises, the Earth’s temperature begins to increase, causing more water vapor to be present in the atmosphere. Since water vapor is a strong greenhouse gas, the higher levels of atmospheric water vapor cause a further temperature increase, thus producing a positive feedback. Water vapor feedback, according to current climate models, approximately doubles the warming from what it would be for a fixed level of atmospheric water vapor [2]. Water vapor is mostly contained in the lower part of the atmosphere, called the troposphere. With the growing concern for understanding and predicting global climate, detailed
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Figure 2 A schematic of the DIAL instrument used for water vapor studies.



data of water vapor distribution and flux and related feedback mechanisms in the lowest 4 km of the troposphere are required to aid in climate models. A promising avenue of research toward development of DIAL instruments for water vapor studies is to use semiconductor laser transmitters [7]. Diode lasers are compact, inexpensive, can be tuned, and have good spectral coverage in the near infrared spectral region where water vapor has many absorption lines. Several numerical studies of diode-laser-based transmitters and photon counting avalanche photodiode-based receivers have been performed, but few systems have been built. Rall et al. [7] built a DIAL instrument based on a diode laser near 811.6 nm, while Machol et al. [8] reported initial water vapor DIAL measurements using a laser transmitter based on a distributed feedback (DFB) laser diode used to seed a flared amplifier. Comparisons by Machol et al. between their DIAL retrieval and radiosonde data showed agreement up to a height of 2.5 km. They also noted that new laser transmitter designs are needed for better spectral coverage and larger tuning ranges, calling for “a new laser with a tuning range that accesses a larger selection of good water vapor lines …”. The DIAL instrument being developed at Montana State University (MSU) offers a needed tool for studying the role that water vapor plays in the climate system. Combining the DIAL instrument with other atmospheric remote sensing instruments available at Montana State University, including a two-color backscatter lidar, a sun/sky scanning solar radiometer (CIMEL 318) as part of the NASA run AERONET program, and the MPL-4 micropulse lidar as part of the NASA run MPLNet program, provides the tools needed for studying the role water vapor plays in the complex climate system. This paper gives a brief update on the progress of the MSU water vapor DIAL system and previews future



work towards a high power second-generation compact DIAL instrument. Section 2 provides a detailed physical description of the current vertical water vapor DIAL instrument as well as up-to-date results taken at night over Bozeman, Montana, with a comparison to collocated radiosonde measurements. Future work towards a more compact, higher-power injection-seeded laser transmitter for a second-generation MSU water vapor DIAL instrument is presented in section 3. Concluding remarks are given in section 4. 2.



INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION Widely tunable diode-laser-based DIAL instruments are currently under study at Montana State University. A schematic of the DIAL instrument developed for atmospheric water vapor studies is shown in figure 2. An external cavity diode laser (ECDL) based on a Littman-Metcalf configuration with a coarse tuning range from 824 nm to 841 nm is used to seed a tapered pre-amplifier. The output of the pre-amplifier is used to seed a second tapered amplifier that can provide up to 500 mW of continuous wave (cw) power while maintaining the frequency characteristics of the ECDL. The output from the tapered amplifier is incident on an acousto-optic modulator (AOM) that is used to pulse the output beam. The first-order pulsed beam is incident on a wedged pick-off optic that reflects 4% of the beam to a reference detector used to monitor the output pulse energy. The remaining 96% of the output beam is sent into the atmosphere using a co-linear DIAL configuration. The light scattered by the atmosphere is collected by a 28 cm diameter SchmidtCassegrain telescope and passes through a narrowband filter with a center wavelength of 828.01 nm and a full width half maximum band-pass of 0.25 nm. Light is then launched into a multi-mode optical fiber that acts as the system field stop and is coupled to a photon counting avalanche photodiode (APD) detector yielding a far-field full field of view of a 150 rads. The requirements for DIAL measurements with an error due to the laser transmitter properties of 
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the present tapered amplifiers require the use of an AOM for post-amplification pulsing for the DIAL measurement. The poor coupling efficiency of the AOM (~ 60 %) limits the peak pulse energy of the DIAL system which in effect necessitates longer time averages of the DIAL returns in order to have a sufficient signal to calculate the water vapor density profile using the DIAL equation.
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Figure 3 MSU DIAL water vapor profile vs collocated radiosonde measurements. 1 pulse widths averaged over 1hour shows good agreement between measured results and in situ measurements.



measured spectral purity of the laser transmitter is greater than 0.995. Control and data acquisition for the DIAL instrument is achieved using a computer. First, the computer tunes the laser transmitter to the on-line wavelength, measures the reference power and operating wavelength, then collects data using a multichannel scalar (MCS) for a user-defined time, typically 60 seconds. The computer then tunes the laser transmitter to the off-line wavelength, measures the reference power and wavelength, then collects data using the MCS. This process is repeated for a userdefined time, typically 60-120 minutes. Data is then processed using the DIAL equation to yield a range resolved profile of water vapor number density in the lower troposphere. Preliminary experimental results taken at night over Bozeman, Montana are being tested against collocated radiosonde in situ measurements to confirm instrument operation. Results from the water vapor DIAL can be seen in figure 3 in which the number density profile is plotted as a function of altitude for the night of February 19th, 2008. The red dots are the results from the water vapor DIAL, which show good agreement with the collocated radiosonde measurements displayed as the black line. The data were averaged over approximately 1 hour using 1 s pulse widths. Below 200 meters and above 2.5 km, the data does not agree well with the in situ measurements due to insufficient overlap between the DIAL transmitter and receiver and transmitter power extinction respectively. Improved measurements are limited by the low power of the DIAL transmitter. The current water vapor DIAL instrument has pulse energies of less than 0.25 J per pulse. The slow available repetition rate of



FUTURE WORK Improvements to be made to the second generation water vapor DIAL instrument focus on increasing the laser transmitter output pulse energy. Currently, a single 500 mW cw tapered amplifier is used to amplify the output of a pre-amplifier which is injection seeded by an ECDL. Recently, 1 W tapered amplifiers have become available. The second generation DIAL instrument will use the following laser transmitter. The ECDL is first amplified using the existing tapered preamplifier. The output from this amplifier is then split using a beam-splitter (BS) with part of the beam used to seed a 1 W tapered amplifier while the remainder of the beam is used to seed a second 1 W tapered amplifier. The output from one of the tapered amplifiers will next be incident on a wave-plate used to rotate the polarization by ninety degrees. Finally, the two beams will be recombined using a polarizing beam combiner (PBC). The tapered amplifiers have shown peak pulse energies of 2.5 J with 500 ns pulse widths and pulse repetition rates of 10-20 kHz as shown in figure 4. The pulsed tapered amplifier will provide approximately 10 times more optical power than the current configuration and will also alleviate the need for an AOM to pulse the output of the transmitter. Currently, the water vapor DIAL instrument can retrieve water vapor number densities up to about 2 km. The increase in optical power of the laser transmitter is expected to allow the instrument to retrieve water vapor number densities up to 4 km, a factor of 2 enhancement over the current configuration. The increase in power will then allow for shorter integration periods that will allow rangeresolved water vapor flux data on time periods approaching that of the lifetime of atmospheric cycles in the lower troposphere. Initial work has also begun on the development of an injection seeded diode pumped solid state laser as an alternative tunable laser transmitter for the water vapor DIAL. Initial calculations and numerical simulations have shown that a diode laser injection seeded Cr:LiSAF solid state laser is a viable candidate for the next-generation water vapor DIAL laser transmitter. The proposed solid state Cr:LiSAF laser optical layout is shown in figure 5.



Figure 4 Tapered amplifier optical output at various drive currents.
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CONCLUSION A compact, low power DIAL using a widely tunable diode laser has been built, tested, and used to produce atmospheric water vapor profiles up through 2 km of the lower troposphere. Initial results from the DIAL instrument described above show good agreement with in situ measurements taken with a collocated radiosonde but also show the need for higher pulse energies. Future work to enhance the performance of the water vapor DIAL instrument will require designing and rebuilding the laser transmitter to achieve higher pulse energies. The second generation water vapor DIAL instrument will utilize a custom built pulsed high powered tapered amplifier transmitter which will increase the signal to noise ratio performance of the DIAL instrument. An alternative to the tapered amplifier approach for amplifying the output of the ECDL is also under investigation. The second approach will utilize an injection seeded diode laser pumped solid state laser based on a Cr:LiSAF gain medium. The improved performance of the laser transmitter has the potential to lead to the next generation of widely tunable DIAL instruments that in the future may be acceptable candidates for use in multi-point lidar networks or satellite arrays to study water vapor flux profiles. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS This work was supported by NASA grant number NNX06AD11G and the NASA Graduate Student Researchers Program (GSRP). REFERENCES [1] R.J. Charlson, S.E. Schwartz, J.M. Hales, R.D. Cess, J.A. Coakley, Jr., J.E. Hensen, and D.J. Hofmann, “Climate Forcing by Anthropogenic Aerosols”, Science, 255, 423-430, 1992. [2] P.Forster, V. Ramaswamy, P. Artaxo, T.Bernsten, R. Betts, D.W. Fahey, J.Haywood, J. Lean, D.C. Lowe, G. Mhhre, J. Nganga, R. Prinn, G. Raga, M. Schulz, and R. Van Dorland, “Changes in Atmospheric



Figure 5 Cr:LiSAF laser optical layout
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